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Abstract

DNA testing has become a formal and reliable method for paternity testing. There

are many commercial kits available for human identification which is commonly used in

routine analysis. However, there is no commercial kit that is produced specifically for

paternity testing purpose. Currently, AmpFl5TR<PJVerifilerTM Direct PCR Amplification kit was

developed for paternity using only. The kit can amplifies 9 autosomal 5TR loci, Q1051248,

0151656, 0251338, 02251045, 0195433, TH01, 025441, 0651043, 0125391, and the sex

determining marker, Ameloginin. From our results of low combined paternity index (PI) cases

when using Verifiler'" Direct kit, the combined PI and W values showed higher combined PI

and W values than those from using ldentifiler'" kit. For mutation cases if the mutated locus

in Verifiler'" Direct kit was the same locus in ldentifiler" kits, the combined PI and W from
\

Verifiler" Direct kit was less than those from Identifiler" kit. On the other hand if the

mutated Locus occurred onLy in ldentitiler" ~A profiles generated from Verifiler'" Direct

kit will have higher combined PI and W than those from ldentifiler" kit. Finally, combination

of both Verifiler'" Direct and ldentifiler" kits showed the total combined PI and W with higher

values than using one kit. The total combined PI ranged from 103 - 107
, and W values ranged

from 99.9 - 99.99999%. For conclusion, Verifiler™ Direct kit was used in conjunction with the

ldentfiler" kit to provide a total of 21 unique 5TR loci for increasing PI and W values. Therefore,

the Verlfiler'" Direct kit is a useful tool for increasing statistical values of the interpretation of

paternity testing.
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1. Introduction

A paternity testing is to determine that a man is the biological father of another

person. In the past, some methods were used for paternity testing such as ABO blood group,

human leukocyte antigen (HLA) or analysis of various proteins and enzymes. Nowadays, DNA

testing has become a formal and reliable method for paternity testing [3]. Therefore, there

are many commercial kits available for human identification which is commonly used in

routine analysis. Nevertheless, there is no commercial kit that was produced specifically for

paternity testing purpose. Currently, AmpFl5TR$ Verifiler™ Direct PCRAmplification kit is a

new commercial kit for paternity test using only. The kit provides simultaneous amplification

of 9 autosomal 5hort Tandem Repeats (5TR) loci: 01051248, 0151656, 0251338, 02251045,

0195433, TH01, 025441, 0651043, 0125.39-1,and the sex determining marker as Ameloginin.

The Verifiler™ Direct kit was optimized for application with ldentlfiler" kits in order to

increase the discriminatory power when a paternity test is difficult, such as, low paternity

index (PI) value and cases involving mutational events [1]. Therefore, the purpose of this

study was to use Verifiler'" Direct kit in conjunction with ldentifiler" kit to increase the

discrimination power of paternity cases in routine investigation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 5ample collection ''''''~

DNA of 10 families was left-over specimen from Human Genetics Unit, Ramathibodi

Hospital. These families were divided into 3 groups: (1) low combined paternity index (PI)

cases, 4 duo families, (2) mutation cases, 1 trio and 2 duo families, and (3) low CPI and

mutation cases, 3 duo families.

2.2 PCRamplification

Twenty one samples were amplified using AmpFl5TR®Verifiler'" Direct PCRAmplification

Kit. 10 IJL of Verifiler" Direct Master Mix, 5 IJL of Verifiler" Direct Primer 5et and 10 IJL of

DNAsamples were mixed in each reaction well of 0.2 mL PCR8-5trip tubes. The PCRreaction

amplified using GeneAmp® PCR5ystem 9700 with gold-plated silver block. The amplification



immediately place on ice for 3 minutes. Then the PCRproducts w~re subjected to a capil-

lary electrophoresis (Applied Biosystems" 3500/3500xL Genetic Analyzers). The Data Collec-

tion Software stores information for each sample in an.fsa file by using GeneMapperQ!)ID-X

Software v1.3 software to analyze and interpret the results [1].

2.4 5tatistical analysis

DNA profiles of 10 families were calculated for a combined paternity index (PI) and

a probability of paternity {W) value [2]. Then, the CPIvalues of the data generated from Veri-

filer™ Direct kit were combined with those from ldentlfiler" kit. Fin~lly, the total combined

PIof Verifiler'" Direct kit and ldentifiler" kit was subsequently used to calculate the paternity

probability (W) of each family [2].

3. Result and Discussion

A total of 10 families were selected to be the case study. The DNA profiles using Veri-

filer'" Direct kit were calculated for the combined PI and W values (Table 1). For low corn-

bined paternity index (low combined PI) cases (family No. 21, 194, 315 and 459), the com-

bined PI and W values from 9 5TR loci generated by Veritiler" Direct kit were higher than

those from 15 5TR loci using ldentlfiler" kit.

For mutation cases, family No. 50 mutated at 018551 and 021511 that were not
. . \

included in the Verifiler" Direct kit. Whe" using Verlfiler'" Direct kit, the combined PI and W

values increased from 2,618.013 to 21,296. 1 (W = 99.925 to 99.995%). Nevertheless,

family No. 250 and 100 showed mutation at 0251338 and 0195433, respectively. Both

0251338 and 0195433 are included in Verifiler'" Direct kit. When using VerifilerTM Direct kit,

combined PI and W values decreased from 11,424.423 to 0.447 (W = 99.991 to 30.888%) in

family No. 100, and decreased from 7,222.923 to 167.233 (W = 99.986 to 99.406%) in family

No. 250.
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Table 1 Combined paternity index (PI) and patemity probability CN) values from DNA profiles using Vedfilgr™ Direct kit in conjunction with

Idenlifiler kit of low patemity index and mutation cases

Family Ic!entjfiler(16 locO \!e[ifHer (9 locO I~emlfil!r+~uim~r (21 locO

Group No. Mutation Combined Combined Combined
W (%) w (%) w (%)

PI PI PI

Low combined 21 (duos) - 123.449 99.196 206.616 99.518 2,779.292 99.96

PI 194 (duos) - /~0.277 99.773 231,178.284 99.9996 25,834,706.800 99.999996

315 (duos) . :/ 221.992 99.562 29,388.472 99.997 3,384,845.917 99.99997

459 (duos) . / 33.417 97.094 1,739.254 99.943 13,284.285 99.992

Mutation 50 (trios) 018S51 2,618.013 99.93 21,296.571 99.996 6,934,276.323 99.99999

021S11 .
100 (duos) 019S433 11,424.423 99.991 0.447 30.888 340,385.652 99.9997

250 (duos) 02S1338 7,222.923 99.99 167.233 99.406 , 4,983,857.183 99.99998

Low combined 193 (duos) 02S1338 5.289 84.100 1.565 61.016 1,013.373 99.90

PI and mutation 255 (duos) 02S1338 39.704 97.643 3.541 77.978 2,783.024 99.96

569 (duos) 03S1358 109.800 99.097 2,465.955 99.969 45,956.500 99.998
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The results of low combined PI and mutation cases were consistent with the results of

mutation cases. Both family No. 193and 255 mutated at 025.1338 that was included in Veri-

filer'" Direct kit. When ustng Verifiler'" Direct Kit, the combined PI and W values decreased

from 5.289 to 1.565 (W = 84.100. to 61.016%) in family No, 193 and decreased from 39.704

to 3.541 (W = 97.543 to 77.978%) in family No 255. However, family No. 569 had mutation

at 0351358 that was not included in Verifiler'" Direct kit. When using Verifiler" Direct kit, the

combined PI and W values increased from 109.800 to 2,465.955 (W = 99.097 to 99.959%)

From the results of statistically difficult paternity cases, the data showed that both

low combined PI values and mutational events had an effect on probability of paternity (W).

if the mutated locus in Verifiter'" Direct kit was the same locus in ldentlfiler" kit, the com-

bined PI and W from Veritiler'" Direct kit was less than those from ldentifiler" kit. On the

other hand if the mutated locus occurred only in ldentlfiler'" kit, the DNA profiles generated

from verlfiler" Direct kit will have higher combined PI and W than those from ldentifiler" kit.

Although, Verifiler'" Direct kit was used in mutation cases, the combined PI and W values

did not increase but those values were also less than the values from using ldentifiler" Kit.

When two kits were used together, Verifiler'" Direct and the ldentifiler" kits allowed

the amplification of 21 high discriminatory -5TRs plus arnelogenin marker. The combined PI

and W values of 15 5TR loci in ldentifiler'" kit were combined with those of 6 5TR loci in Veri-\ .
filer" Direct kit. The PI values of 025133 0195433 and THOl loci in VerifilerTM Direct kit

was not calculated with the combined PI of 1 TR loci in tdentifiter" kit. The combined PI

and W values of all families that were selected to be the case study increased after conjuga-

tion with Verlfiler" Direct kit. The combined PI of 10 cases ranged from 103
- 107

, and the

paternity probability (W) ranged from 99.9 - 99.99999%.

When statistical values generated by verifiler" Direct kit was combined with those

from ldentlfiler" kit, the minimum combined PI and W values of each group showed that the

combined PI and W values of family No. 459 increased from 33.417 to 13,284.285 (W =

97.094 to 99.992%) for low CPI cases. For mutation cases, the combined PI and W values of

family No. 50 increased from 2,618.013 to 6,934,276.323
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(W = 99.93 to 99.99999%). For low combined PI and mutation cases, the combined PI and W

values of family No. 193 increased from 5.289 to 1,013.373 (W = 84.100 to 99.90%XFigure 1).
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Figure 1Combined PI from using ldentifiier" kit, Verifiler" Direct Kit and the combination of

both kits. A : family No. 459(duos), B : family No. 50(trios) and C : family No. 193 (duos)

4. Conclusion

DNA samples of 10 case studies were amplified using Verifiter" Direct kit. After that

the combined PI values of the ·Veri~erTMDirect kit was combined with the combined PI

values of the tdentifiler" kit, the result~d that the total combined PI and W values

increased in all cases. Our data suggested that combination of Verlfiler" Direct kit and

ldentifiler'" kit to provide a total of 21 unique 5TR loci can increase the combined PI and W

vaLues.Moreover, 4 Loci overlapping including 0251338,0195433, THOl and AmeLoginin can

be used as internal controls. For summary Verifiler'" Direct kit is a usefuL tool for increasing

the confidence for the interpretation of paternity testing.
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